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ZEST

REVIEW

Cole Wilson / New York Times

Writer Ta-Nehisi Coates worked on debut novel “Water Dancer” for a decade.



W
ith his
debut
novel “The
Water
Dancer,” it

appears that Ta-Nehisi Coates
wants to pick up the mantle
Toni Morrison left when she
died earlier this year.

It can’t be denied that the
Nobel and Pulitzer Prize win-
ner had been a serious influ-
ence on Coates and his work.
Before she passed, Coates gave
her an early copy of “Dancer”
to read. (She later sent an
email to her Coates’ book
editor saying, “I’d been won-
dering whomight fill the intel-
lectual void that plaguedme
after James Baldwin died.
Clearly, it’s Ta-Nehisi Coates.”

Coates has already estab-
lished himself as a modern-
day Baldwin when he dropped
that cautious firebomb “Be-
tween theWorld &Me” a few
years back. With “Dancer,” it
seems he wants to continue in
the tradition Morrison famous-
ly established in “Beloved” —
telling harrowing, eloquent
tales of 19th-century slave life,
garnished with a hopeful
serving of magical realism.

“Dancer” is told from the
perspective of Hiram, a Virgin-
ia slave living on the ironically
named plantation of Lockless.
It’s a time when there are two
types of people: the Quality
(aka the white people who are
in charge) and the Tasked (the
Black folk who aren’t). The

Tasked, like Hiram, have to
serve their masters. For Hi-
ram, that master also happens
to his father, who acknowledg-
es the youngman as his own.
But he still has him take on
slave duties, including being
the errand boy/sidekick to his
permanently bratty (and
pale-skinned) brother May-
nard.

The novel starts off with
Hiram almost drowning. On a
rainy night, he crosses a
bridge on a carriage (carrying
Maynard and a “fancy girl
who held him rapt with her
wiles”) that eventually falls
into the river Goose. Before
that happens, Hiram sees
someone he didn’t expect to
see: his mother, who was sold
away long ago. This sets off a
series of lost remembrances
that somehow keeps him from
going under.

That brush with death sets
off a chain of events that has
our protagonist going from
tormented servant to torment-
ed savior. Always considered a
bright lad by his dear ol’ dad
(in one passage, he wins over
a dinner party full of blue-
eyed white devils by showing
off his impressive memory
skills), Hiram aspires to break
out of Lockless when he starts
hearing about the Under-
ground. He plans on escaping
with Sophia, a fellow Tasked
he’s sweet on, despite the
objections of Thena, a hard-
ened, older lady who’s been
the closest thing to a mom for
Hiram.

Needless to say, things

don’t go as planned when Hi
makes his escape — in fact,
things get quite brutal for our
boy at one point. But that also
leads to him becoming a
prime agent for the Under-
ground he was trying to find.
(And, yes, he does get to hang
with Harriet Tubman.) It turns
out this network has been

waiting for him to show up
ever since it was discovered
he has the power of Conduc-
tion, which is mentally/phys-
ically transporting from one
place to another — aka the
thing that saved him that night
when he almost died.

Always the journalist,
Coates worked on this book
for a decade, scouring works
of literature, reading first-
person accounts of slavery,
visiting plantations, even
checking out Civil War reen-
actments. Coates documents
the horrors African-Amer-
icans went through during
slavery in a blunt yet evocative
manner. Instead of dramatiz-
ing the violent, degrading,
family-destroying instances
that were brought on by slav-
ery, he appears more con-
cerned with how slaves like
Hiramwould’ve continued to
handle the psychological pain
and scarring that came with it.
Even as he’s walking around
Philadelphia, a free man
among other people doing
what they please, the living
nightmare that was his forma-
tive years still haunts him —
andmakes himwant to take
action.

Coates, who has a reading
Tuesday at the University of
Houston, mostly uses “Danc-
er” to preach the importance
of black solidarity. Once Hi-
ram sets foot in the city of
Brotherly Love, the man once
wary of whom to trust learns
that he got brothas and sistas
ready to welcome him to the
family. And if you don’t have

that foundation, you’re lost in
the wilderness. (There’s one
brief scene where he notices
lower-class black folk causing
a ruckus in public: “I had
heard stories of coloreds like
this …men and women who
made no connection with
society, with certain churches,
and thus found freedom hard
upon them.”)

Coates also makes it very
clear that, without black peo-
ple, things can quickly fall to
pieces. When he returns to
Lockless in the last third of the
book, in order to retrieve
some folks he wants to get out
of there, he finds that this
once flourishing plantation is
in shambles. Most of the
slaves he knew as a youngin’
are long gone , and his old
man doesn’t seem to know
what to do without them.

With this, Coates expresses
that African-Americans de-
serve more than just rep-
arations for slavery. By meld-
ing disturbing fact with dra-
matic fiction, Coates uses his
first novel to remind readers
that we need to be acknowl-
edged as the men and women
who were literally on the
ground, destroying our bodies
as we worked to make this
land look like a real country.
White people’s hands will
forever be dirty for enslaving
an entire race of people. But
black people’s hands are dirty,
too — from all the years of
manually building this place.

Craig Lindsey is a
Houston-based writer.

Coates ably picks upToniMorrison’s
mantlewith ‘Water Dancer’

‘The Water
Dancer’

by Ta-Nehisi Coates
One World

416 pages, $28

By Craig Lindsey
CORRESPONDENT

Author appearance
Who: Ta-Nehisi Coates

When: 7:30 p.m. Tuesday
Where: Cullen Performance
Hall, University of Houston,

4300 University
Details: Sold-out; Coates will
not be participating in a book-

signing; inprinthouston.org
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Fiction
1. The Night Fire

by Michael Connelly. Harry
Bosch and Renée Ballard
return to take up a case
that held the attention of
Bosch’s mentor.

2. The Guardians
by John Grisham. Cullen
Post, a lawyer and Episco-
pal minister, antagonizes
some ruthless killers when
he takes on a wrongful
conviction case.

3. Where the Crawdads
Sing
by Delia Owens. In a quiet
town on the North Carolina
coast in 1969, a young
woman who survived alone
in the marsh becomes a
murder suspect.

4. The Deserter
by Nelson DeMille and Alex
DeMille. Two members of
the Criminal Investigation
Division must bring back a
Delta Force soldier who
disappeared.

7. The Dutch House
by Ann Patchett. A sibling
relationship is impacted
when the family goes from
poverty to wealth and back
again over the course of
many decades.

8. The Water Dancer
by Ta-Nehisi Coates. A
young man who was gifted
with a mysterious power
becomes part of a war
between slavers and the
enslaved.

9. The Institute
by Stephen King. Children
with special talents are
abducted and sequestered
in an institution where the
sinister staff seeks to ex-
tract their gifts through
harsh methods.

10. The Testaments
by Margaret Atwood. In a
sequel to “The Handmaid’s
Tale,” old secrets bring
three women together as
the Republic of Gilead’s
theocratic regime shows
signs of decay.

Nonfiction
1. Me

by Elton John. The multi-
award-winning solo artist’s
first autobiography chron-
icles his career, relation-
ships and private strug-
gles.

2. Catch and Kill
by Ronan Farrow. The
Pulitzer Prize-winning
reporter details some
surveillance and intimida-
tion tactics used to pres-
sure journalists and elude
consequences by certain
wealthy and connected
men.

3. Dumpty
by John Lithgow. The mul-
tiaward-winning actor
satirizes the Trump admin-
istration with a collection
of poems and illustrations.

4. Blowout
by Rachel Maddow. The
MSNBC host argues that
the global oil and gas
industry has weakened

potential conflicts and
misunderstandings.

7. Permanent Record
by Edward Snowden. A
memoir by the former
National Security Agency
contractor who exposed
the government’s mass
surveillance program.

8. Educated
by Tara Westover. The
daughter of survivalists,
who is kept out of school,
educates herself enough
to leave home for universi-
ty.

9. The Way I Heard It
by Mike Rowe. The televi-
sion personality relays
stories from his podcast
and personal anecdotes.

10. Touched by the Sun
by Carly Simon. The singer
and songwriter describes
her friendship with Jac-
queline Kennedy Onassis.

New York Times

5. Agent Running in the
Field
by John le Carré. A veteran
of Britain’s Secret Intelli-
gence Service, who is as-
signed to command a
lesser band of spies, hatch-
es a covert operation.

6. The 19th Christmas
by James Patterson and
Maxine Paetro. In the 19th
installment of the “Wom-
en’s Murder Club” series,
detective Lindsay Boxer
and company take on a
fearsome criminal known
only as “Loman."

democracies and bol-
stered authoritarians.

5. Three Days at the
Brink
by Bret Baier with Cather-
ine Whitney. The Fox News
host describes a meeting
between Franklin D. Roo-
sevelt, Winston Churchill
and Josef Stalin in Tehran
during World War II.

6. Talking to Strangers
by Malcolm Gladwell.
Famous examples of mis-
communication serve as
the backdrop to explain

BESTSELLERS

E
lizabeth Gilbert’s 2006
memoir “Eat, Pray, Love”
catapulted her to rock-
star status in the literary
world.

The book, which chronicled her
solo adventure to Italy, India and
Indonesia, spent nearly 200 weeks on
the New York Times bestseller list and
was made into a film by the same
name, starring Julia Roberts, in 2010.

Gilbert now has written her first
novel, “City Girls,” and will be in
Houston on Monday for the Inprint
Margarett Root Brown Reading Series.
(Tickets are sold out, but Inprint will
be live-streaming at inprinthouston
.org.)

In an interview with the Chronicle,
Gilbert talked about her latest work,
her romantic relationships across
gender lines and her observations
about life as she turned 50 this year.

Q: In “City Girls,” you write
about promiscuous women who
aren’t destroyed by their behavior.
Why?

A: The book is actually a real valen-
tine to New York City. I have had such
an ongoing love story with New York
my whole life. One of my great non-
human loves is New York City. And as
a female reader, I just always feel like
there’s not the slightest bit of margin
for error in a girl’s or a woman’s life in
novels. It’s like, how dare she want to
experience wildness or pleasure?
Then once she does, it’s like she’s
under the wheels of the train. I think
actually that the lives of women are
more subtle than that. … If women
couldn’t survive the disastrous choic-
es that we make around sex and love,
there would be barely a woman left
alive in the world. Those stories can
form us and season us in ways that
make us into very interesting people
as we get older.

Q:Why is it still a struggle for
women to embrace and talk about
their sexuality?

A: I just think that the world has
never really known what to do with
female sexual desire. I think even
women ourselves often don’t know
what to do with female sexual desire.
God knows a woman can still blow up
her life with passionate love or with
sexual desire. So I think it frightens
us.

Q: Do you ever get tired of wom-
en sharing that they are going to
Bali to find their “Eat, Pray, Love”
moment?

A: I never get tired of it. … The one
thing I do get tired of is people telling
me that I ruined Bali. I’m single-hand-
edly held responsible for destroying a
beautiful place (with tourists). That’s
depressing. I don’t ever like to hear
that. But I never get tired of hearing
women say that they’re having an
“Eat, Pray, Love” moment because I
know what it means.

Q: For those not familiar with
the book, what does having an
“Eat, Pray, Love” moment mean?

A: It means that she has diverted
off a path that she thought was sup-
posed to make her happy, that she
had been told was going to make her
happy. There was something that got
busted up in her life, whether she left
a relationship or a relationship left

her. Or she left a job, or got fired, or
something happened where things
didn’t go as planned, and she’s seiz-
ing that moment to give time to her-
self to go on an adventure. I think
that’s an amazing thing to get to be
part of in any way. And no, I never get
tired of hearing it.

Q: Did you expect that you
would be a self-help guru?

A: Oh, hell, no. But you have to
understand what a mess I was. I was a
mess. I didn’t go on that trip to get
famous, I went on that trip because I
was wrecked, and I didn’t know what
else to do. When I look back on it, it
felt to me at the time like such a risk.
It didn’t feel like a good career move.
I quit a really good job that I had at
GQ. I’d been, up until that point,
known as a woman who wrote about
men for men. So to go off and do such
a female-centered journey felt like a
big risk for my job. I couldn’t imagine
getting a job back at GQ after that,
and everything about it just felt very
dangerous. My terror was that it was
going to take me farther away from
myself, rather than deeper into my-
self, and that I would end up just even
more on the flake path. And so, no, I
didn’t expect this at all.

Q: You’ve overcome the loss of
love, losing your partner (Rayya
Ellis) to cancer, and you found love
again this year. What kind of ad-
vice do you have for people who
are navigating loss and love?

A: I’m a really great role model
because actually that new relation-
ship is over. How can I say in a non-
cliché way to follow your heart? I just

think it’s so helpful if we can all try to
normalize many different ways of
loving as much as possible. Look, it’s
OK if you loved somebody and they
died, and then you loved somebody
else, that’s OK. And it’s also OK if you
loved a man, and then you loved a
woman, and then you loved a man.
That’s OK, too. It’s OK to try some-
thing and have it not work out, and to
get your heart broken again and to
have your hopes dashed. All of that is
OK. So I guess that’s kind of one of my
jobs in life is to just make everybody
feel less crazy about their life because
mine follows the path that it does.

Q: So, love is love, right?
A: Yeah, love is love. I recognize

that I hold a certain place of privilege
that I don’t have to get too tangled up
in that. I know that there are people
who are fighting this battle, in the
Supreme Court, for instance, right
now, who don’t have the luxury of
saying, like, ‘Oh, yeah, I get to do
what I want. Doesn’t matter.’ Like,
you might lose your job, and you
might be cast out of your family, and
you might be cast out of a religious
institution that has been the basis or
the foundation of your heart and your
spirit. There are real costs that people
face in their lives. And I’m in full
support of those people, but gener-
ally for me, I find it confusing enough
to be a human being. If I try to label
what I am, I’m only going to become
more confused.

Q: Do you think it’s harder to
fall in love as you get older?

A: No, not for me it hasn’t been. It’s
like the weather. It’s going to come,

Q&A

ElizabethGilbert’s newnovel
is a valentine toNewYork

By Joy Sewing
STAFF WRITER

Timothy Greenfield-Sanders

Elizabeth Gilbert is the author of “City of Girls.”

it’s going to go, and I’ve kind of given
up trying to manage it.

Q:What’s next on your agenda?
A: I’m doing a lot of traveling com-

ing up. I’m going away for three
months in the winter to India, Fiji and
Australia on a trip by myself. I’m
really excited about it.

Q: So “Eat, Pray, Love” Part 2?
A: I’ll probably write about it as I

go, but I’m going for a whole bunch of
different reasons. There are some
workshops and conferences and
events that I’m going to be teaching. I
haven’t been back to India since “Eat,
Pray, Love.” So I’m sure I’ll be talking
about it on social media, but then I’ll
be buckling down to start writing a
new novel. Things are good.

Q:What’s something surprising
about you?

A: Howmuch I love to be alone. I
think people might be surprised by
that. I am never unhappy when I’m
alone. I spend a lot of time by myself,
and I really, really, really like it. And I
like it even more as I get older.

Q:Why is being alone hard for
some people?

A:Well, it takes a while to learn
how to befriend yourself. A lot of
times you can’t bear to be alone be-
cause you just can’t bear your shame,
your pain and your fear. I certainly
know all about that. But Liz and I
have gotten to be pretty good friends.
I like her company.

Q:What brings you joy?
A: Oh, so many things. But I would

say right now I’m in this wave of
reverent appreciation for my friend-
ships. I turned 50 this year, and at my
50th birthday party I said it will ap-
pear that I’m never going to have a
40-year marriage, or a decadeslong
romantic relationship. But as I looked
around the room, I saw people I had
been friends with for 40 years. I
mean, my best friend from fourth
grade was in that room. … These are
the foundational relationships of my
life.

Q: That sounds beautiful.
A: And the thing that I find moving

about those relationships is that with-
out ever having exchanged vows to
each other, to take care of each other
through sickness and through health,
through richer and for poorer, that is
exactly what we’ve all done with each
other. Our hearts have just written
that contract very organically. I find it
to be so beautiful that we’ve chosen
to spend our lives together. And I
have no doubt that at my 90th birth-
day they’ll be there, too. So that is the
primary source of my joy.

joy.sewing@chron.com
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PAIN TURNED PROSE 

Carolyn Forché on Writing About Her 
Experience During El Salvador’s Civil War 
The poet and author of What You Have Heard Is True talks about her new 
memoir ahead of her InPrint reading. 

CAROLYN FORCHÉ MADE HER MARK

What You Have Heard is True: A Memoir of Witness and Resistance



What You Have Heard is True

 

What You Have Heard is True 

 

 “Witness” is a common thread across your writing in various genres. How did that 
idea look or feel different when writing a memoir? 

I think, like you said, applying that idea to your own work and your own life versus 
someone else’s work is very different. 



It must be especially tough because the topic is so complex, and then you’re trying to 
figure out what your voice sounds like in this form you haven’t worked in before. 

There are moments of great tension throughout the book that you cut through by 
mentioning the pop culture of the time. The one that jumped out the most to me was 
the appearance of Abba’s “Take a Chance on Me” after a tense interaction. Was it 
important to remember those small moments of frivolity as you dug into your 
memories of such a tumultuous period of history? 

″

(Laughs.) 

Toward the end of the book, you mention how your second book of poems took you 
across the country and gave you the chance to talk to people about the war in El 



Salvador. What You Have Heard is True reengages that same history, but in a 
completely different way. How has the experience of talking about this book been 
different for you? 

″

 Jan 27. Tickets $5. Alley Theatre, 615 Texas Ave. More info and tickets at inprinthouston.org

[This interview has been edited for length]
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H
aving written a collec-
tion of short stories that
was a finalist for the
National Book Award,
Carmen Maria Machado

next turned to a long-form piece that
gave her fits. She started writing a
memoir about a relationship and a
house, both of which she entered with
excitement that swiftly steered toward
claustrophobic feelings of abuse and
entrapment.

“In the Dream House” was the re-
sulting book, but the process proved
more labored than she’d expected.
Machado, 33, assumed a linear narra-
tive would suffice. It would not.

“I struggled for years to write the
story in a straightforward way,” she
says. “And it took me a long time to
realize that was not the way it was
meant to exist. The story wasn’t tak-
ing. I’d read it back and think it was
dreadful. I couldn’t stand it. There was
too much plot in it, no levity. It needed
a playfulness. So that became a struc-
tural concern. And it activated my
brain.”

Machado’s activated mind steered in
an entirely different direction. Instead
of an A-to-Z narrative about her rela-
tionship with a woman who trans-
formed from lover to antagonist, Ma-
chado broke the story of their broken
connection into a series of micro-
narratives based on tropes — some

literary, some pop cultural.
The darkest moments then acquired

a little lightness, and the lighter mo-
ments were filled with ominous fore-
shadowing. Machado didn’t just decon-
struct her narrative, she broke down
the components of stories we have

shared for decades —maybe longer.
The effect is unnerving as the novel

unfolds. Early warning signs whisper
but don’t scream until it’s too late,
befitting something that references
various thriller, horror and gothic
tropes but also those that are more
modern, such as narratives sold by TV
sitcoms or the Disney machine.

Machado says the format quickly
commanded her attention.

“As a writer, I wasn’t just interested
in the theme of domestic violence and
misogyny and racism, not in the obvi-
ous ham-fisted, cartoonish ways it has
appeared,” she says. “I was more in-
terested in a subtle presentation of
these ideas that are far more damag-
ing.”

Machado describes haunted-house
stories as “my wheelhouse.” So they
became her point of entry. The house
she inhabits in the memoir, she says,
isn’t particularly notable visually —
nobody would photograph it as a cover
for a gothic novel. But it does become
a complicated place in the narrative.

“It’s not a rambling manor,” she
says. “It’s kind of boring. It’s quite
unextraordinary. But that made it
more interesting to me. I started think-
ing about the house as an active meta-
phor. And that became important to
me as I told this story.”

Machado’s use of home and space
draws great energy from the idea that
places that should be most secure can
become sites of unease.

She also takes care to specify that

“In the Dream House” is a memoir.
“It’s not about taking vivid notes,”

she says. “It’s about the process of
reconstruction. And that’s a challenge
for a memoirist. Memories that seem
clear one moment can seem stressful
and unclear later.

“It deals with the idea that the brain
inherently is weird. It remembers
things vividly and jettisons things. It
tries to protect you from certain
things. So I had to do some research.”

But she also specifies that the book
isn’t a work of journalism, and her
adversary doesn’t have a voice other
than what Machado attributes to her.
Machado’s is a story about being awash
in affection by someone who knows
how to establish an emotional connec-
tion. It’s a story about falling in love
and thinking some of the valentines
are misshapen, but not changing
course until things are emotionally
violent. Machado’s story uses numer-
ous fictional constructs to tell her
truth.

“If you don’t want to read that sort
of personal account, there’s great
journalism out there,” she says. “I
never considered talking to her for
this. I’m not a journalist. It’s a
memoir.”

But having exorcised this person
and this house, Machado is eager to
move on to the next thing.

“I’m very excited,” she says, “to go
back to fiction.”

andrew.dansby@chron.com

NONFICTION

Machadomemoir sees
dreambecome nightmare

Art Streiber / Art Streiber

Author Carmen Maria Machado eventually took a nonlinear approach to “In the Dream House.”

Work is about a relationship and a house— and both go bad
By Andrew Dansby
STAFF WRITER

‘In the Dream House’
By Carmen Maria Machado

Graywolf Press
264 pages, $26

AUTHOR APPEARANCE
Who: Carmen Maria Machado and

Carolyn Forché
When: 7:30 p.m. Monday

Where: Alley Theater, 615 Louisiana
Details: $5; inprinthouston.org
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STRANGER THAN FICTION 

Carmen Maria Machado Talks Memoir Vs 
Fiction Ahead of Inprint Reading 
We chat with the National Book Award finalist about the challenges in her 
writing her 2019 memoir Dream House. 



CARMEN MARIA MACHADO TOOK THE LITERARY WORLD BY STORM IN 

2017 Her Body and Other Parties

In the Dream House

In the Dream House 

As I read In the Dream House, I kept thinking about a line from “The Husband Stitch,” 
which opens your collection of short stories: “There are true things in this world 
observed by only a single set of eyes.” Did writing something so personal—like a 
memoir— evoke that same sort of sensation? 



I felt an echo of that line in the chapter “Dream House as Folklore Taxonomy,” where 
you write that “the story always looks a little different, depending on who is telling 
it.” What was the one thing you felt like you needed to get across or have people 
understand when putting your version of this story into the world? 

In your overture, you undercut the idea of the prologue as “tedious” and then follow 
it up with a prologue, a rhetorical move that I loved. How did you go about writing 
your prologue and epilogue, and where did that fall in the timeline of writing the 
book? 

″

This is f*****g perfect; this is so perfect for everything



What could come before this? 

I’m just going to 

call out my s**t right away. 

Is it weird to write an epilogue to a part of your life that you’ve lived through and 
moved past? 

How the f**k am I going to end this thing? 

It wraps it up in a good way: “Here is where my life went” versus “Here’s a bunch of 
new ideas and commentary.” 

boom

Jan 27. Tickets $5. Alley Theatre, 615 Texas Ave. More info and tickets at inprinthouston.org

 



T
he wintry winds of late 2019
brought a lot of speculation
about the next and penulti-
mate novel in George R.R.
Martin’s “A Song of Ice and
Fire” series but nothing

resembling a release date. Rather than sit
around waiting on Martin, with the help of
Houston booksellers I’ve instead assem-
bled a book preview for 2020 that, hope-
fully, deals with titles that are more reli-
ably confirmed for release.

This year starts off with a kick. Jeanine
Cummins’ “American Dirt” arrives with
blurbs from Stephen King and several
booksellers testifying to its gripping pac-
ing. And I found it to be as billed: an on-
the-pulse novel about a mother and her

son on the run from a Mexican cartel. The
book opens with devastating violent out-
burst, and Cummins doesn’t let her foot
off the gas until the story is told.

“I did not breathe for the whole first
chapter,” says Valerie Koehler of Blue
Willow Bookshop in Houston. “The run for
the border is hellish, and the timeliness of
the border situation makes it a must-read.”

The book, out Jan. 21, is taut and timely
and will likely pepper best-of-2020 lists 11
months from now.

Koehler is also keen on “Valentine” by
Elizabeth Wetmore, due March 31.

“I loved every page,” she says. “Set in
West Texas during the oil booms and busts
of the ’70s, it’s the women who bear the
brunt of the brutality of the culture. These

characters and their intertwined stories
will work a way into your heart. It’s the
mythic Texas that we think we know.”

Another January release of note is “Long
Bright River,” which will be in bookstores
this week. Liz Moore’s fourth novel touch-
es on the opioid epidemic in her tale of
two sisters whose paths diverge greatly
from childhood. It’s also a gripping piece
of fiction that drew a lot of buzz weeks
before release.

The list below is hardly exhaustive. But
it represents a few urgent, weird and
promising titles for the first half of 2020.
Publication dates are subject to change.

andrew.dansby@chron.com
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January
“Hitting a Straight Lick With
a Crooked Stick,” Zora Neale
Hurston: Nothing in this new
story anthology is technically
“previously unpublished,” but
it does rescue eight stories
that had been published de-
cades ago in anthologies and
then largely forgotten. The 21
stories collected represent
broad thematic content mined
by Hurston in Harlem in the
mid-1920s.

“A Long Petal of the Sea,”
Isabel Allende: This piece of
historical fiction starts after
the fall of the Spanish govern-
ment in the 1930s and charts
the journey of a widow and
her spouse’s brother as they
try to start a new life in Chile.

“Tightrope: Americans
Reaching for Hope,” Nicholas
Kristof and Sheryl WuDunn:
The Pulitzer Prize-winning
husband-wife team dives into
struggling small towns in
America, revealing systems
and programs that have failed.
But true to the title, there are
some optimistic glimmers
here. They’ll appear Jan. 16 at
Congregation Emanu El with
the Progressive Forum.

“Me & Mr. Cigar,” Gibby
Haynes: If you’re wondering
what the Dallas native and
Butthole Surfers frontman has
been doing lately, well, he’s
written a darkly funny young-
adult novel about a troubled
teen and his supernatural dog.

“Zed,” Joanna Kavenna: A
colossal tech corporation with
tendrils in life, the economy
and politics, as well as a pre-
dictive algorithm set this
dystopian story into motion.
What could go wrong?

“The Conference of Birds,”
Ransom Riggs: The fifth book
in Riggs’ “Miss Peregrine’s
Home for Peculiar Children”
series finds hero Jacob having
dispatched his enemies with a
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“Deacon King Kong,” James
McBride: This novel is
McBride’s first since he won
the National Book Award
seven years ago. It is set in a
Brooklyn, N.Y., housing project
like the one where he was
raised, as he tells the story
from multiple perspectives of
a bumbling old church dea-
con who shoots a drug dealer.

“Death in Mud Lick: A True
Story of Corporate Pill Push-
ers in Small Town America,”
Eric Eyre: A terrific reporter,
Eyre found himself at an
epicenter for the opioid crisis
while working at the Charles-
ton Gazette-Mail in West
Virginia. He deservedly won a
Pulitzer Prize for his work, and
here shares a story of a wom-
an moved to fight back after
her brother’s death.

“The Mirror and the Light,”
Hilary Mantel: Mantel’s nar-
rative about the life of Oliver
Cromwell has thus far result-
ed in two deeply researched
and gorgeously told novels.
She concludes his life story
and her trilogy with this vol-
ume, which — considering
Cromwell’s bio — won’t likely
end well.

“The Glass Hotel,” Emily St.
John Mandel: Two seemingly
disparate stories are tied
together, one involving a
woman who disappears at
sea, the other involving a
Ponzi scheme in New York.
Inprint Houston brings her on
April 27 to the Alley Theatre
for a reading with Colum
McCann.

“My Dark Vanessa,” Kate
Elizabeth Russell: Gillian
Flynn raved about this novel
that jumps between 2000,
when its narrator was a teen
having an affair with a 40-
something teacher, and 17
years later when he’s been
accused of sexual abuse.

April
“How Much of These Hills Is
Gold,” C Pam Zhang: Two
orphaned children of im-

migrants set out to bury their
father in this bracing story
about identity, home and
family.

“Afterlife,” Julia Alvarez: The
first adult novel by Alvarez in
15 years tells the story of a
writer and college professor
who in a short span loses a
husband and sister and then
finds a desperate stranger on
her doorstep.

“What Is the Grass: Walt
Whitman in My Life,” Mark
Doty: The deep feeling and
deeply expressive poet Doty
braids memoir, biography and
criticism into a fascinating
account of his relationship to
the storied poet and his work.

“The Machine Never Blinks:
A Graphic History of Spying
and Surveillance,” Ivan
Greenberg, writer, with Ever-
ett Patterson and Joe Can-
las, artists: An unnerving
history compressed and il-
lustrated.

May
“Dirt: Adventures, with Fami-
ly, in the Kitchens of Lyon,
Looking for the Origins of
French Cooking,” Bill Buford:
Admittedly, the rambling title
reads like a chapter. But as he
proved with “Heat,” Buford
has a gift for describing the
beauty and chaos of a kitchen.

June
“The Folly and the Glory:
America, Russia, and Politi-
cal Warfare: 1945-2020,” Tim
Weiner: Check the years in the
title just in case you thought
the Cold War had ended. This
is by the author of the au-
thoritative CIA history “Legacy
of Ashes.”

July
“Transcendent Kingdom,”
Yaa Gyasi: A neuroscience
Ph.D candidate chooses her
path because her family —
Ghanaian immigrants living in
Alabama — struggle with
addiction and depression.

Benjamin
Benschneider /
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Erik Larson’s
“The Splendid
and the Vile” is
due in March.
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Zora Neale
Hurston’s
“Hitting a
Straight Lick
With a Crooked
Stick” contains
broad themes.

Courtesy Lori Barra

“In the Midst
of Winter”
is Isabel
Allende’s 19th
novel.

Hilary Abe

Inprint
Houston
brings Louise
Erdrich for a
reading on
March 9.

Chia Messina

“Deacon King
Kong” is
National Book
Award winner
James
McBride’s latest
novel.

Gioia Zloczower

C Pam Zhang’s
“HowMuch of
These Hills Is
Gold” is due in
April.
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Emily St. John
Mandel comes
for an Inprint
Houston
reading on
April 27.
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Nicholas
Kristof and
Sheryl
WuDunn
discuss
“Tightrope” on
Jan. 16 at
Congregation
Emanu El.

Courtesy photo

Ransom Riggs’
latest brings
him on Jan. 19
to Barnes &
Noble in The
Woodlands.

wide open future ahead of
him. The author will make an
appearance Jan. 19 at the
Barnes & Noble in The Wood-
lands.

February
“The Splendid and the Vile:
A Saga of Churchill, Family,
and Defiance During the
Blitz,” Erik Larson: The sub-
ject hardly matters. Larson’s
storytelling gifts — his sense
of pacing, his ability to convey
historical detail and charac-
ters — are without peer.

“The Big Goodbye,” Sam
Wasson: The “Fosse” biogra-
pher tells the story of the
making of “Chinatown,” one
of the greatest films of all
time, and one with ageless
allegorical offerings.

“Apeirogon,” Colum
McCann: The National Book
Award winner for “Let the
Great World Spin” tells a story
of two fathers — one Palestin-
ian, the other Israeli — both
suffer familial losses that
bring them together. Inprint
Houston brings him on April 27
to the Alley Theatre for a
reading with Emily St. John
Mandel.

March
“The Night Watchman,”
Louise Erdrich: National Book
Award winner Erdrich based
this novel on the life of her
grandfather, whose fight for
Native American lands
spanned from North Dakota to
Washington, D.C. Inprint Hous-
ton brings her on March 9 to
the Alley Theatre for a reading.
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Last year proved a strong one
for books with Houston ties. A
slew of authors with local con-
nections published novels: Chris
Cander’s “The Weight of a Pia-
no,” Mike Freedman’s “The King
of the Mississippi,” Marc Gross-
berg’s “The Best People” and
Mark Haber’s “Reinhardt’s Gar-
den” among them.

Susan Choi — an alum of
Houston’s High School for the
Performing and Visual Arts —
won the National Book Award
for her 2019 novel “Trust Exer-
cise.” Novuyo Rosa Tshuma — a
doctoral student at the Universi-
ty of Houston — published an
incredible debut novel with
“House of Stone.”

And Houston’s Arte Público
Press — the largest publisher of
U.S.-based Hispanic authors in
the country — won a National
Book Critics Circle award. The
publisher received the Ivan
Sandrof Lifetime Achievement
Award last January.

More is on the way for 2020.
One of the standout titles

from last year was “Lot,” an
award-winning debut story col-
lection by Houston native Bryan
Washington. His short stories
were connected to one another
and also deeply connected to his
hometown. He’ll likely continue
to enjoy momentum for his

work; “Lot” will be released in
paperback in March. And Wash-
ington’s first novel, “Memorial,”
is scheduled for release in the
fall.

Nick Flynn — who published a
poetry collection, “I Will De-
stroy You,” last year — lives in
New York but spends his springs
here as a professor in the cre-
ative writing program at the
University of Houston. His new
memoir, “This Is the Night Our
House Will Catch Fire,” is due in

August. It melds memories from
his troubled childhood with
more recent contemplation
about parenthood. Also this
year Flynn offers the intriguing
“Stay: threads, conversations,
collaborations,” a mixed-media
volume described as “a self-
portrait via a constellation of
topics that have circled his
work. Ranging from the impact
of suicide and homelessness to
addiction, political engagement
and the vital power of artistic

friendships.” “Stay” will be
published in March. He appears
Feb. 3 at Brazos Bookstore for “I
Will Destroy You.”

Another book likely to draw
attention this year focuses on
Houston native James A. Baker
III — whose list of credits, ac-
complishments and achieve-
ments working for four U.S.
presidents wouldn’t fit on these
pages. “The Man Who Ran
Washington” is Baker’s story
told by Peter Baker, the New

York Times’ chief White House
correspondent, and Susan Glass-
er, a New Yorker staff writer.

Blue Willow Book Shop’s
Cathy Berner also alerted us to a
book she’s excited about: “Grav-
ity of Us” by Phil Stamper,
which is due in February. The
young-adult novel, set in Hous-
ton, is about a character whose
father is chosen to become an
astronaut.

andrew.dansby@chron.com
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Bryan Washington’s acclaimed short-story collection “Lot”
comes out in paperback in March.
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University of Houston creative writing professor Nick Flynn’s
memoir is due in August.





 

 

LIFE MEETS ART 

Louise Erdrich Talks Being Inspired by 
Family History Ahead of Inprint Reading 
The award-winning author’s new book, The Night Watchman, pulls from the 
life of her grandfather. 



ACCLAIMED AUTHOR LOUISE ERDRICH 

The Night Watchman

The Night Watchman

The Night Watchman 

When you’re thinking about The Night Watchman alongside your other work, where 
does it fit? Or does it feel like a departure from what you’ve done before? 

In your award-winning book Love Medicine, you wrote, “Here is what I do not 
understand: how instantly the course of your life can be changed.” Did you witness 
any of those moments as you read your grandfather’s letters? 



You mention in your afterword that much of the book was written in a “heavy state of 
emotion” as you remembered the toll that this took on your family. How did you find 
a way to write through and capture those emotions? 



so

One of the things I admire about your writing is that you treat every character as 
worthy of interest and consideration, even when a character might not seem worthy 
of it at first glance. Where do you feel that impulse comes from? 

Mar 9. Tickets $5. Alley Theatre, 615 Texas Ave. More info and tickets at inprinthouston.org

 






